Expanding indications of the horizontal belt plate: a technical note.
Although the standard treatment for articular fractures usually involves open anatomic reduction and internal fixation with the concept of absolute stability, achieving adequate fracture stabilisation in multifragmentary patterns is always challenging. Several anatomical implants were developed to increase stabilisation and improve clinical outcomes in articular fractures. However modern implants, especially in developing countries, are expensive and not always available for routine use. Horizontal rafting plate has recently emerged as an alternative technique to treat complex tibial plateau fractures using simple implants that function as a large washer. This technical note aims to describe horizontal belt plate use for treatment of periarticular fractures including the tibial plateau, thereby expanding its initial indication. Horizontal belt plate is an effective, safe, and inexpensive treatment alternative for complex articular fractures. However, the surgeon must carefully analyse the fracture pattern to verify if the horizontal belt plate can be used alone or with traditional techniques.